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Daniel J.
Mahoney'

s The Liberal Political Science of Raymond Aron has

met with critical acclaim from diverse reviewers in the United States and Eu

rope. It is a brilliant analysis of "one of the most important thinkers and partici

pant
observers"

in this century and deserves a wide audience.

Mahoney is forthright in acknowledging his deep sympathy for Raymond

Aron but stresses that it is born of "a sustained
study"

and "critical
meditation"

on his thought. His first contact with Aron came as an undergraduate, and the

attraction was "instant and
strong."

As a graduate student, his study of Aron

broadened and deepened. But Aron's works always remained
"exciting,"

in

contrast to the usual menu of academic works found in international relations,

the field of study in which Aron is very often pigeonholed.

Mahoney generally found the literature of international relations "strangely
apolitical,"

largely disconnected from the "burning issues of the
day"

that en

gage thoughtful citizens and statesmen (and appeal to university students of

finer instincts and better capacities). Such literature is more often than not

insufficiently informed by historical knowledge, any deep appreciation for the

character of political regimes, or any serious confrontation with the great politi

cal thinkers.

Aron's writings "suffered none of these
deficiencies."

His works largely
contributed to the weakening of the "Hegelio-Marxist

consensus"

that domi

nated the intellectual life of the European continent from the 1930's to the

1970's and kept alive a tradition of humane liberalism. "If Solzhenitsyn

sounded the trumpet that blew down the gauchist Jericho, ... it was Aron who

laid the groundwork for the final triumphant
assault,"

Mahoney writes. Aron

was one of the most trenchant commentators on the tragic events of this cen

tury. But he was also a theoretician of the first rank who laid the groundwork

for "a genuine political
science"

that can help provide "guidance in reconstruct

ing a humane understanding of social and political
phenomena."

Mahoney insists that

Aron was not a narrow or soulless specialist. His works transcend academic

distinctions. He embodied the ancient perspective of the political scientist as the
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rational architectonic analyst, evaluator, and guide of human political life. He was

simultaneously an historian, philosopher, political theorist, student of comparative

politics and theoretician of international relations. (Preface, p. x)

As a Final Note to Mahoney's text indicates, Aron is a thinker of "Permanent
Contemporaneity"

that can illuminate the choices we face at the "dawn of uni

versal
history"

from the point of view of the irreducible tensions or "antin
omies"

that characterize political life.

Mahoney's Critical Introduction to the political science of Raymond Aron is

divided into six chapters. Chapter 1 analyzes Aron's complex relationship to

the thought of Max Weber. Academically, Aron practiced sociology, and it is

the towering figure of Max Weber whose shadow is cast across the whole field

of social science in this century. Aron considered himself a student of Max

Weber and was particularly attracted to his critique of historical determinism.

But Aron also sensed that the unchallenged influence of Weber would degrade

thought and debase political practice.

Mahoney sees Aron as challenging Weber on two fundamental grounds

the distinction he drew between facts and values and his doctrine of the "inex

piable conflict of the
gods."

Contrary to Weber, Aron argued that there can be

no genuine understanding of social phenomena if the fact that values are built

into facts is denied. Facts in the human sciences remain unintelligible without

value judgements. The reality of modern totalitarianisms, for example, cannot

be appreciated outside of a moral dimension. Moreover, if we begin by denying
the possibility of a science of man, we end by undermining any incentive for

the search for the most important truths.

Aron acknowledges the limitations of reason. The future is opaque, choice

involves conflict and painful tradeoffs, and it can bring forth unanticipated

negative consequences. Indeed, the recognition of the limits of reason is a

requirement of reason itself. But it does not entail the adoption of nihilism or

irrationalism, in the manner of Nietzsche or Weber. The social scientist re

mains scientific "not by a humanly impossible and theoretically undesirable

neutrality but through fair description and evaluation of social
phenomena."

In

a balanced analysis of social phenomena, the responsible social scientist can

mediate social conflict and bring to politics the necessary moderation that

Weberian social science discounts.

Chapters 2 and 3 represent the "heart of the
study"

and together provide a

detailed textual analysis of Aron's 1960 essay "The Dawn of Universal His
tory,"

the core text of the Aronian corpus, according to Mahoney. A careful

examination of this essay introduces the reader to the themes that resonate

throughout all of Aron's work. Herein is a "self-conscious response to both

Marxist and existentialist understandings of freedom and
necessity."

Following
Aron's essay, Mahoney powerfully reveals in successive chapters the two foci

of the Aronian perspective. On the one hand, Aron sees and articulates the
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undeniably crucial influence of modernity and scientific society on human af

fairs what makes this century essentially unique. He also discerns in this new

political landscape the ultimately determinative importance of political choice

and the political regime in helping to shape the events of our time.

The two foci merge when they turn to the historical interpretation of our

time as in his understanding of the "Thirty
Years' War"

that dominated the

beginning of this century to present a picture of unrivalled power, clarity and

richness. According to Aron, the events of this century ultimately reveal the

"new and revolutionary character of
process"

brought about by the forces of

science, technology, and industry and the persistence of "history as
usual,"

its drama and tragic choices, rival ideas and individuals, in the perennial human

context of conflict and war.

Contrary to historical determinists, what is did not have to be. The future is

always at least partially open. But contrary to the existentialists, our
"situation"

is not a "free
construction,"

reflecting a commitment to
"values"

which neces

sarily remain unredeemed by reason. While the relative weight of
"process"

and
"drama"

might be changed in modern times, Aron agrees with Tocqueville,

of whom he is a self-proclaimed "latter day
descendant,"

that history leaves to

human freedom the space in which to act. The task is to use such "margins of
liberty"

responsibly and reasonably. Aron articulates a "probabilistic philoso

phy of
history"

(determinisme aleatoire) that frees modern man from the hold

of debilitating fatalism as well as from mindless fanaticism.

Aron's political science, like Tocqueville's before him, is an equitable eval

uation of the fundamental choices that man faces politically in the century in

which he finds himself. Clearly, the critical choice which Aron and his genera

tion faced was the choice between the liberal politics of Western democracies

and ideocratic totalitarianism. This century witnessed the rise of a new form of

despotism, more ambitious in its goals and more violent in its means than the

tutelary despotism imagined by Tocqueville. It was Raymond Aron who first

coined the phrase "secular
religion"

to describe this wholly new phenomenon.

In Chapter 4, entitled "The Liberal Definition of
Freedom,"

Mahoney juxta

poses this century's historic alternatives with Aron's reflections on both the

strengths and weaknesses of the liberal order. At the time Aron wrote, the

choice was not a foregone conclusion, and the totalitarian temptation continued

to attract Western intellectuals long after it had been repudiated by those living

through the experience of such regimes.

In the Opium of the Intellectuals, Aron defends prudential political judge

ment, based on empirical sociological investigation, from the
"abstract"

or "lit

erary"

perspective. Here Mahoney deserves extended citation (in part, to better

appreciate the power and lucidity of his prose).

The leading lights of European intelligence, including Aron's philosopher-friends

from youth, Sartre and Merleau-Ponty, appealed to abstractions such as the
"left,"
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the
"revolution"

and the
"proletariat"

to judge concrete issues of political economy

which could only be addressed through empirical investigation of the choices facing

European society of our time. Intellectuals often judged Western societies by the

abstract criteria of
"socialism"

but judged socialist practice by a semi-mythical

theory and not by a detailed or penetrating investigation of its practice. Together

with a philosophy of history which was used to justify heinous practices of

Marxist-Leninist regimes, this literary approach condemned relatively decent

constitutional regimes without specifying that the real alternative to the

constitutional pluralistic regimes of the West was socialist practices. (P 13)

If Aron was alarmed and appalled by the posture of his youthful friends, he

was also exasperated by political analysts, including the typical university pro

fessor, whose attempts to be empirical in their approach to politics caused them

to miss the truly important questions of the times.

Among other things, Chapter 4 is distinguished by a fine treatment of

Aron's complex relation to Marx, Tocqueville, and others. In the manner of

Tocqueville, Aron defends the "formal
liberties"

and "due
process"

that anchor

liberty in the liberal order against the critique by Marx in "On the Jewish
Question."

He further sides with Tocqueville against Marx in recognizing the

prosperity and opportunities available to the working class in bourgeois de

mocracies. But he is more like Constant than Tocqueville in de-emphasizing
the importance of political participation and emphasizing private over public

liberties. Aron, however, accepts the Marxist claim that "real
liberties"

matter.

As distinguished from Friedrich Hayek, and in a spirit entirely free of the doc

trinaire, he came to support a moderate form of the welfare state. Contrary to

the "pristine
liberalism"

of a Locke or a Montesquieu and their elaborate gov

ernment machinery to hedge in power, Aron in part accepts the spirit of the

"Promethian"

Marx in recognizing the need to "empower
Power"

as a means to

transform society. The ideocratic totalitarianism of the Marxist state was a

"prey"

that Aron said "he never tired in
stalking."

Yet Marx represented a fund

of knowledge for Aron in his effort to conceptualize modernity, and he claimed

that Marx was one of "his favorite
authors."

In Chapter 5, Mahoney examines Aron's writing on the theory of interna

tional relations. Although often characterized as a partisan of power politics,

Aron criticized the realist school for largely ignoring the differences between

political regimes and ideologies, not to mention the role of powerful individ

uals, political parties, and the pressure of minority groups on the formation of

public opinion and foreign policy. He was equally critical of the idealist school

that confuses "hopes with
possibilities,"

the Is with the Ought, holding interna

tional politics to standards that effectively undermine the ultimate goals they
espouse. He recommended a morality of prudence that rejected both the power

politics that denies our common humanity as well as the cosmopolitan doctrines
that deny human diversity and the inevitably conflictual character of interna

tional relations. He thought it necessary to remain within the horizon of the
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statesman and to protect it from the "geometric
(realist)"

and the "literary (ide
alist)"

approaches that distort international affairs and undermine its practice.

As a responsible counselor to individuals in public authority, it was his task to

help them (in a phrase borrowed from Tocqueville) see "not differently but

further than the
parties."

Chapter 6 of Mahoney's study concludes the preceding with an outline of

Aron's liberal political science, and an appendatory chapter fixes the latter in

relation to the political science of Aristotle.

Mahoney's strengths lie in his range and versatility. He demonstrates his

ability to distill and comment upon the essentials of Aronian thought, gathered

from the whole Aronian corpus, as well as his capacity as an exegete of key
Aronian texts. He says he appreciated Aron as a political theorist for having
confronted the great thinkers of modernity. His commentary on this confronta

tion illumines the thought of Aron, of course, but it also sheds valuable light on

such figures as Comte, Weber, Constant, Montesquieu, Sartre, Tocqueville,

and others, who stand in comparison. This holds true for the fine discussion of

Aron and Aristotle that concludes Mahoney's study and which allows him to

assess the whole Aronian enterprise against the backdrop of the West's oldest

tradition of political science. Unlike that of many academic studies, Mahoney's

prose is strong and crisp. His commentary is often punctuated with an epigram

matic statement that summarizes an important point while provoking further

thought and rumination.

Mahoney often speaks of Aron's
"affinity"

for one thinker or another. Ma

honey's obvious affinity for the
"thought," "spirit,"

and
"voice"

of Raymond

Aron speaks well of the author of The Liberal Political Science of Raymond

Aron. As Aron's texts always remained
"exciting"

for Daniel Mahoney, so

does Mahoney's study remain for the reader.


